Upper limits for the molecular gas mass of 11 high rmlshift (1 < z < 4) powerful radio galaxies (IIz1'RGs) are presented. These observations include some of the most sensitive extragalactic CO observations to date. 'l'he four best studied radio galaxies (3C 368, 4C 23.56, 112 0902+34, and 4C 41.17 ) have less than one-third the CO lu]ninosity of the hype] lu'minous infrared galaxy 1&4S FI0214+4724, and, assuming a Galactic CO-to-llz ratio, they have molecular gas masses comparable to or less than the most gas-rich, ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIGS) in the local (z ~ 0.3) Universe (i.e. Af(Ilz)< 2---3x 1010h-2Mo; 110 = lOOh km s --] Mpc-l and go = 0.5). Spectral energy distributions of 8 llzPRGs show them to have UV-to-optical luminosities rangillg from a factor of * 0.1 to 1.0 that of tke the UV-to-optical luminosity of 1"1 021 4+-4724. Rcccnt submillimetcr obscrva,tions of 3 HzPRGs suggest that one source, 4C 41.17, may have an intense submillirneter-to-far-infrared excess. Iiowcvcr, coadded IRA S observations suggest that llz1'RGs as a class are not hypcrluminous at farinfrarcd wavelengths. We also consider how the possibility t}lat F 10214+4724 is a gravitationally lensed galaxti aflects our intel pretation of the data, as WC]] as $' what it may mean fol gas-rich galaxies in genera].
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1NTRODUCTION
Studies of low-rcdshift (z < 0.3) powerful radio galaxies (LzPRGs; l~08M117, ~ 1024 h -2
Watts Hz-l) have provided evidence that many mayberichingas and dust. Deep optical imaging of a complete sample of I,zPRGs led Hcckman et al. (1986) to conclude that a substantial fraction probably arise from the collision /n~erger of galaxy pairs, at least one member of which is a disk galaxy. Golombek, Milcy, & Neugebaucr (1988) found that a significant fraction of LzPRGs are luminous far-i]] frarcd sources. From a study of a complete sample of 'warm' UIJIGS, Sanders et al. (1988) suggested that UI.l GS, quasars, and powerful radio gal axics may represent an evolutionary sequence in the merger of gas-rich spiral galaxies. CO(1 ~0) emission and 111 absorption (Mirabcl 1989 , Mirabel, Sanders, & Kw.2s 1989 confirmed the existence of dense concentrations of both atomic and molecular gas in the nuclei of at least some I,zPRGs, while a more cxtcmsivc survey of CO emission from LzPRGs by Mazzarclla et al. (1993) indicated that rich su])plies of molecular gas may indeed be ubiquitous in powerful radio-selected galaxies dctcctcd by lRAS.
Powerful radio galaxies at z w 1 are also observed to have tJlc ]lll]lticol~~poIlellt structures and/or nearby companions commonly associated wit h merging galaxies (e.g., Spinrad & Djorgovski 1984a, b; Lilly& Longair 1984; l)jorgovski ct al. 1987 ). More rcccnt observations have extended detections of powerful radio galaxies out to redshifts z N 4 (SCC the review by McCarthy 1993) . While the nature of these high redsllift powerful radio galaxies (HzPRGs; P40sM11Z ~ 10 27 }1-2 watts IIz-l ) is still controversial (e.g., McCarthy ct al. 1987 , Chambers, Miley, & van Breugc] 1987 Riglcr et al. 1992; Dunlop & }'cacock 1993; Ealcs & Raw] ings 1993), it is possible that these objects, obscmed out to an epoch when the Universe wm I o-20% of its }mcscnt age, arc more extreme exam Pks Of the g~s-rich 1 Z~'l~GS that have been dctcctcd in CO. I'he most molecular gas-rich I,~PltG currently known is 4C 12.50 (= 1'KS 1345+-12; z = 0.12) with Af(]12) w 2.5 x 10IOh-' M@ (Mirabcl ct al. 1989 ).
-5 11 igh rcdshift radio galaxies spanning a range 1 < z < 4 were initially selected for observation based on the accuracy of their published redshifts and the availability of CO lines rcdshiftcd to frequencies accessible by rnillimetcr-wave telescopes. Positions of additional unpublished IIzl 'RGs were obtained (K. Chambers, private communication) and their redshifts confirmed by infrared spectroscopy wlIcn possible (Itvans & Sanders 1995) .
Over the course'of the survey, 15 radio galaxies were observed, and adequate integration times (i.e., longer than 9 hours with the NRAO 12m telescope or longer than 1 hour at the lRAM 30m tclescopc) were obtained for 11 HzPRGs. Five of these 11 IIzPRGs have been discussed extensively in the literature, and their properties are summarized briefly below:
3C 368 (z = 1.132) -onc of the bluest radio galaxies knc}wn and the prototypical '(aligned" radio galaxy (Cllambcrs, Milcy, & Joyce 1988) . For a nearly normal galaxy, a blue color is indicative of a young stellar population]). 1 lowevcr, the presence of an AGN and radio jets prevent us from making such a straight-forward i 1 Iterprct ation of colors in this c~se. 13ascd on the multicomponent morphology of 3C 368 and the behavior of the ionized-gas velocity field, Djorgovski et al. (1 987) ]Jroposcd tlla( 3C 368 is a dissipative merger. 3C 68.2 (z = 1.575) -a very rcd radio galaxy (e.g. Chambers & Charlot 1990) . For a nearly normal galaxy, a rcd color is indicative of an old stellar population. Ilowcvcr, given the AGN nature of 3C 68.2, the contribution of non-stcl]ar emission to the broad-band colors is unccrtaiu.
MG 1019+054 (z = 2.765) -one of the few knowll HzPRGs with depleted l,ya emission.
Such a depiction may bc duc to scattering of I,y~ photons by dust (1 )cy, Spinrad, & Dickinson 1995) .
132 0902+-34 (z = 3.397) -tl]e first radio galaxy discovmcd at a redshift greater than 3 (I,illy 1988). Based o]) the flatness of the SE]) (J;, vs. A) at V and 1 band, I,illy (1988) . .
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concluded that the galaxy has a young stellar component. The appareni rise in the SED towards J{ band, which Lilly (1 988) suggested may be due to either an old stellar population or strong [0 ] ]]] 4959 and 5007 emission lines , was c.onflrmccl by Eisenhardt & Dickinson (1992) and Eales & Rawlings (1 993) to be due to strong [0 III] emission lines. Indeed, the emission lines appear to bc responsible for N90Y0 of the 1{ band flux. Of all of the radio galaxies observed by Eales & ]tawlings (1993) in their 1{ band spectroscopic survey, B2 0902+34 is the best candidate for a galaxy with a zero-age stellar population. Such a conclusion, however, relies on the assumption that the contilmurn emission is primarily from stars and not from sc.attered/reprocessed/beamed nuclear light. B2 0902+34 is also 4C 41.17 (z = 3.797 ) -the highest rcdshift galaxy knc)wn at the time we began our survey. Dunlop ct al. (1 994) ancl Chini & Kriigcl (1994) have dctcctcd emission from dust jn 4C 41.17 by submi]limcter observations (we will discuss t}lis further in ~5.1).
The six other IIzPRGs observed in CO and dkmssed in this paper arc TX 0200+015, glX 0828+193L 4C 26.38, 4C 23.56, MG 2141 -t-l.9&and 4C 28.58 , most of which arc steep spectrum radio sources (see McCarthy 1993 for a review of search techniques for llzl'ItGs). Table 1 summarizes basic information and a journal of observations for the radio galaxies discussed in this paper. Observations with each of the telcscolws usecl jn this survey arc discussed scparatc]y bc]ow.
013 SERVAT'IONS
3.1. NRAO 121n Telescope .
-"(-observations with the NRA() 12m telescope were obtained during six separate observing periods between 1992 Dccembcr and 1995 January. With the exception of the last observing period, all of the observing sessions were marked by a high pcrc.eniage of exceptionally good weather. All observations were obtained using a nutating subreflector with a chop rate of -1.25 lIz. Data were stored as either five or six minute scans, and a chopper wheel calibration was typically performed after every other scan. Pointing was observations of the planets and was estimated to bc accurate Data were obtained with the dual polarization] 3mm monitored every few hours by to 3:3 arcseconds.
S1S rcccivcr and two 512x2
MIIz channc] filtcrbanks, onc for each polarization. l'here were ~Jroblcms with our initial observations that forced us to cventua]ly discard half of the data from 1992 Decernbcr, and to revise our method of taking data fox subsequent obscrvil]g runs. Instabilities in one of the two rcccivcr polarizations occasiolially produced low lCVC1 noise spikes that, if not caught and eliminated from the data stack, would, after smoothing, mimic narrow (N 50-100 krn s-l) lines. Even though the channel blocks that were thought to be affected were evcntual]y eliminated, we C11OSC to throw out all of the 1992 l)cqcmbcr data obtained with that polarization. We also decided to abandol) our original attempt to double the velocity coverage of our observations by obtaining an equal amount of integration time for each source at three frequency settings, VO and Vt, + Av (where AU corresponded to a velocity oflsct of 500 km s --] ). The increased total velocity covcragc (w2500 km s-l) had been designed to allow for unccriaintics (typically 0. To test our ability to measure moderately weak lines, we made a one hour integration on lRAS 10173+0828, an ULIG previously detected in (~0(1~0) (Sanders et al. 1991) . The CC)(2-+1 ) line width (AVFWIIM w 150 km s-l) and peak temperature (r]'.lh ~ 14 mK) agree well with the CO(l~O) profile under the reasonable assumption that the ratio of main beam brightness temperatures, CO(2~l)/(1 ~0), is N1.0 (i.e. the gas tcxnperature is ~ 30 -50 K, typical of the warm gas temperatures associated with ULIGS). IIowever, our ability to detect much weaker broad lines (i.e. s 2 mK, and AVFWIIM z 300 km s -] ) is less clear.
Despite careful precautions, long integrations with the DAS revealed that the baselines of the spectra were bowed, a condition that would make it impossib]c to distinguish between a broad CO line and baseline curvature (see Rottgering et al. 1995 for additional comments on baseline curvature in JCMT spectra).
IRAM 30m Telescope
Observations at the IRAM 30m Telescolw were made during four observing periods between 1994 June and 1994 Deccmbcr. With the exception of the observations of 4C 41.17, TX 0200+015 and MG 1019+054, I RAM time was used to confirm tentative CO detections from the other two telescopes. Nc)t only does t]m IRAh4 tclescopc have a larger aperture than the other two tclcscopcs, but it has the unique ability to perform observations using the 3mm, (i) compared with sequential observations of different lines, the necessary integration is 2 or 3 times less, and (ii) observing different frequencies simultaneously ensures the telescope pointing, among other effects, is the same for all the lines. IIuring the first two observing periods, we tuned both the 3mm and 2mm receivers to redshifted CO lines for each source, using one 512 x 1 MHz filterbank for each receiver. Onc 512 MIIz bandwidth autocorrclator per receiver also was used as a double check. In the last two observing periods, we also tuned the 1 mm reccivcr to a redshifted CO line for a given source, switching onc of the autocorrclators over for 1 mm observations.
To test t}m reliability of our 30m Tclescopc data, wc observed the CO(3 s 2) transition
of F] 0214+4724 during the 1994 Dccembcr observing period. !l'he observations yielded the expected peak CO line tcrnperaturc (T~b N 4 mK) and line profile shape as previously reported by Solomon ct al, (1992) .
RESULTS

CO Spectra
Tab]c 2 summarizes the CO line data for our radio galaxy observations. In the case of galaxies for which data was taken at several widely spaced velocity offsets, we present those data in separate spectral blocks. Separating the data in this rnanncr avoids the creation of dc offset-induced ghost features (see $3.1) and provides data blocks with consistent signalto-noise across each spectrum.
Nigurc 1 shows the spectra obtained wit}] the 12m '1'ckscopc, For every source, individual scans were examined to check for sinusoids ill the baselines and other irregularities.
Most of the dificultics with irregularities were encountered in the 1993 June observing period, and though obvious bad scans were removed, low lCVC1 systcmatics could still bc present . .
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in seemingly "normal' ) scans. For example, it was unclear if the lil]e at -3oO km s-l in the spectrum of 4C 2&58 was a real emission line, or an artifact due to such systematic.
After bad scans were removed, the rest of the scans were averaged and linear baselines were subtracted. For sources observed with several small velocity offsets, on] y the overlapping regions of the scans were averaged. This, in part, accounts for ihc differences in velocity coverage from source to source in Figure 1 (The other factor affccti ng the vclocit y covcragc is the change in velocity coverage, Av, as a function of the observing frequency, v; Av = cAv/v, where Av = 512 MIIz.). Finally, we smoothed the spectra to w 50 km s-l, The end result of our 12m data reduction was that two objects, 4C 28.58 and 112 0902+34, appeared to have tentative detections. q'hc spectra do not confirIn a line in this source either, t]lough the first 10 hours of integration of the CO(5 a 4 ) data showed a. tentative feature at + zoo km S -] .
CO Luminosity Limits
-12- Table 2 lists the root-mcmn-square temperatures, T,,ms, achieved with a velocity rcsolut Ion, Av~~s, for the 11 IIz1'RGs observed. '1'o calculate the upper limit of the CO line intensity, lCO, wc assume that the CO lirm have a ~w~l M velocity, AVFWHM N 250 km S-l, similar to CO lines seen in local ULIGS (e.g. Sanders et al. 1991) , LzPRGs (Mozzarella et al. 1993) , and in 1"1 0214+4724 (e.g. Solomon et al. 1992a) , lJsil)g the observed 7~~s and Av,,, from Table 2 , our 30 limit on lco is given by
Multiplying ICo by the Kelvin-to-Jansky conversion for a point source3 gives the corresponding limit for SCOAV [Jy km S-l].
q'hc luminosity distance for a source at a given rf:dshift, z, is,
where go is the dcce]cration parameter (= 0.5 for a critical density universe) and 110 = 100h
(km s-' Mpc-'). Given our cstirnated intensity upper limit, SCOAV, wc can calculate the CO luminosity of a source at rcclshift 2, 12.50), but are still 2-3 times higher that the value of l.~o observed for Arp 220.
13Z Masses
The upper limits on 132 masses implied by tile observed limits on l.~o can be determined by making the reasonable assumption that the CO elnission is optically thick and thermalizcd, and originates in gravitationally bound molecular clouds. For molecular gas in gravitationally bound clouds, the ratio of the H 2 mass alld the CO luminosity is given by a = J4(H2)/L~o w @Hz)/?h MO ( (Solomon et al. 1992a) . Figure 6 shows that the upper limits for kf(~~z) in the 11 HzRGs range from 2 to 11 x 10 10 h -2 MO.
D1SCUSS1ON
Our non-detection of CO emission in all of the observed }lzPllGs is somewhat surprising.
In particular, the CO luminosities of the four lIzPRGs with the most sensitive upper limits (3C 368, 4C 23.56, 132 0902+34, and 4C 41 .17) are ICSS than that of the most gas-rich LzPRGs previously dctcctcd in CO (e.g. 4C 12.50); this despite tlIc fact that HzPRGs have radio luminosities typically a factor of 10-1 000 larger than tile radio ]uminositics of I,zPRGs dctcctcd in CO. Wc believe that our reported upper limits (30) 011 l.~o for IIzPRGs arc, if anything, conscrvativc, and that it is unlikely that C(J luminosities above these limits have cscapcd detection. '1'hc two most likely ways to 'hide' such emission, through cxtrcmcly broad linewidths or emissicm that falls outside the observed spectrometer passband, seem to bc ruled out in the current observations. ]n particular, the CO linewidths in the observed
IIzPRGs would have to be systematically larger (e.g. AVFWIIM > 750 km S -] than any cxtragalactic CO lincwidth measured to date, and the CO line centroid would have to differ by more than M 500 km s-1 from the redshifts dcterm ined from the narrow optical and near infrared emission lines. For ]ow-redshift objects dctcctcd in C(), the ccntroid of the CO emission is always within a fcw hundred km s-1 of the red shift determined from the narrow emission lines, and wc feel confident that this is the case for the llzl'liGs.
'lllIC bulk of the radio emission in lIz1'RGs origiliatcs ill their powerful cxtcndcd radio 10IMS (i.e. l~lt 11 sources), and cmr CO observations suggest that, the radio lobe emission is not directly related to the molecular gas content of these objects. A similar conclusion was reached by Mozzarella ct al. (1993) from observations of l,zI'RGs. In particular, all of the CO detections of powerful radio galaxies to date are of either core dominated or FR 1 sources. A correlation between l,~o and radio powcJ. was found to exist for sources with radio power, ~~osM}lZ, less than a 10 25 watts IIz-l, whereas the upper limits on l,~o for stronger radio sources (IW 1 I) are actually consistent with no i]~crcase, or even a decrease in CO luminosity. For example, in the nearest FR II source, the classic powerful radio galaxy Cygnus A (z = 0.058), the upper limit on the CO luminosity is one-tenth that of the most gas~rich Lz1'RG, 4 C 12.50, despite the fact that the radio power of Cygnus A is w 100 times larger than for 4C 12.50. However, Mozzarella ct al. (1993) (1993) have suggested that the structural differences observed ill ll)ulti-wavelength imaging of 6C 1232+39 are duc to dust, consistent with the U V-to-optical slope of the galaxy. 'J'he presence of dust in radio galaxies may account for the dramatic decrease in luminosity toward smaller wavelengths seen in most S121)s of HzPltGs. 11 owever, the interpretation of emission at these wavelength is somewhat controversial (cf. here that the only other confirmed detection of CO emission at z >2 is for the lcnscd quasar H1413+135 ('The Cloverleaf') at z = 2,556 (Ilarvaillis et al. 1994) . If the amphfka~ion factor for lhesc two objects is larger than = 4 and w 8 mspectivcly, then both of these objects have intrinsic CO luminosities less thal] the the most luminous CO sources observed locally (z < 0.3).
Our search for CO in HzPRGs was strongly motivated by i,hc similarities of ULIGS and powerful radio galaxies at low redshift and the success of detecting CO emission from FI0214+4724 at a z = 2.286. Since we used the (;0 luminosity of F10214+4724 as a calibration of what to expect for gas-rich galaxies at high rcdshi ft, convincing proof that F1 0214+4724 is a lenscd galaxy would mean we have ulldert,aken our survey of HzPRGs with the false expectation that sources with intrinsic CO luminosities as strong as the observed Lco of F10214+4724 actually exist.
Two conclusions rclcva,nt to this survey can be made based on F10214+4724 is a lens. l"irst, 1~1 0214+4724 may bc no diffcrcn)t froln ]ndeed, the amount of molccu]ar gas measured in the most gas-ricl), the assumption that ULIGS wc scc locally.
local galaxies may be the largest amount of 112 gas that exists in galaxies at any epoch. Sccolid, our lack of success in detecting CO gas in IIzI'RGs may mean the similarities bctwccn UI,IGS and powerful radio galaxies observed at low-redshift (SCC ~1 ) hold for galaxies at high redshift. Active galaxies at rcdshifts of 2 or 3 may be no diffm-ent than those observed at z N O. On the basis of radio power, rcdshift, and morphology, it can bc argued that powerful IIzPRGs arc at an earlier evolutionary stage than local radio /,alaxics. 1 Iowcvcr, the space density of powerful radio galaxies is low enough that the probability of finding one locally is low, -18--
Itnplications of the Current Limits on ],co in HzPRGs
There are several possible explanations wlIy the IIzPRGs, which are believed to be the progenitors of giant elliptical galaxies, were not detected in CO: (1) The red shift at which most of the stars in present day galaxies formed may be greater than 4. Thus, if the central engine is fueled by the same material as the starburst, these IIz1'RGs may be at the end of the initial starburst/AGN phase, or the AGN activity may simply be the result of a recent merger event.
(2) An amount of molecular gas equivalent to the stellar mass of a present day elliptical galaxy may be distributed among many smaller, star-forming galaxies that eventually merge to form present day galaxies. 'l'his is feasible given that merger rates must have been higher in the past. (3) The duration a galaxy can have ill cxccss of, 2 -3 x 10]Oh-2 M@ of molecular gas may be very brief. Thus, the probability of observing a galaxy in such a gas-rich state is low. (4) '1'hc universe may not have closure density. If the density of the universe is less than closure density, the scale of the universe is larger. The efiect is most dramatic at higher rcdshifts; the upper limit estimate of Lho (and thus IIZ mass) in 4C 41.17 may be up to a factor of 4 larger (i.e., the empty universe cosmology, go = 0).
SUMMARY
In this paper, CO observations of 11 higli rcdshift radio galaxies have been presented.
Compiled published photometry of 8 of the best studied HzPRGs were also presented for comparison with lRAS F1 0214+4724. !l%c following conclusions arc drawn:
(1) For 9 out of the 11. }lzPRGs observed, we achicvcd upper M(H2) mass limits less than the }1 2 mass of the hyperluminous source F1021 4+4724 (2 == 2,286). l'or the galaxies 3C 368, 4C 23.56, B2 0902 -}34, and 4C 41.17, upper lkf(112) limits ICSS than a third the gas mass of F] 0214+4724 and comparable to the gas mass of the most gas-rich, local galaxies --19-were achieved.
(2) Currently available UV-to-radio SEDS of HzPltGs show them to have UV-to-optical luminosities ranging from a factor of ~ 0.1 to 1.0 that of the UV-to-optical luminosity of F] 0214+4724. In the case of 4C 41.17, there is possible cvidcncc for "excess" emission at w 200pm (object rcstframe: Chini & Krugel 1994; Dunlop et al. 1994) , consistent with thermal emission from dust. However, the IRAS non-detections of all known HzPRGs indicate that IIzPRGs as a class are not hyperluminous at i~lfrarcd wavelengths.
($) Our survey was strongly motivated by t}le successful detection of CO emission in F 10214+4724 and the possibility that F 10214+4724 may be a radio-quiet analog of HzPRGs.
The non-detections of CO emission in HzPRGs arc consistent wit]] rcccnt evidence that F 10214+4724 is a gravitatiolially lcnsed galaxy; if the lcnsing factor is > 4, the intrinsic Lco of F 10214+4724 would bc undetectable by available submillimeter telescopes.
Our search for CO emission in IIzPRGs would appear to have pushed current single dish millimctcrwavc telescopes C1OSC to their practical limits. Given the upper A4(HZ) limits of our 4 best studied radio galaxies and the integration times required to achieve such limits, follow-up observations may have to wait for the availability of much larger apertures or much more sensitive millimcterwave telescope arrays.
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. . spectra, the zero velocity corresponds to the average redshift of clnission lines observed for the galaxy. Note that the "features" in the 15111 CO(7 ~ 6) spectrum of 4C 23.56 and the 12m CO(3 -+ 2) spectrum of 4C '28.58 are not present in the 30m spectra of these galaxies. For the radio galaxies -IRAS upper limits were deter] nined by us from AI) DSCAN/SCANPI processing (Hclou ct al. 1988) of the data in all four lRAS bands (12, 25, 60, 100 pm); the submillimcter data are from Chini & Krugel (1994) , Dunlop et al. ( 1 994 Velocity (km/s) Fig. 1 .
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